The Project Managers’ Shared Experience Program (PMSEP) brings together NASA project managers, engineers, and scientists, as well as senior executives from industry and international agencies. NASA attendees are generally Level 3 and Level 4 project managers. Because attendance at this annual conference represents Agency recognition that participants are NASA’s most successful project managers, PMSEP is a professional reward as well as a knowledge-sharing opportunity.

PMSEP helps practitioners gain a better understanding of the key initiatives that influence NASA project management, at the same time that it provides a forum for them to share knowledge, experiences, and creative approaches to project management. In previous PMSEP conferences, discussions have examined issues such as international cooperation; controlling and identifying costs; cooperative programming; industry visions of the future; assessment management; and state-of-the-art project management tools and techniques used in other agencies and across industry.

Past PMSEP conferences have included presentations by general futurists, foreign partner agency representatives, and project managers of world-class mega-projects, as well as “best practice” presentations by representatives of national and international aerospace corporations.
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To learn more about PMSEP and other APPL services, find contact information at www.appl.nasa.gov.